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            Abstract
Understanding how chance historical events shape evolutionary processes is a central goal of evolutionary biology1,2,3,4,5,6,7. Direct insights into the extent and causes of evolutionary contingency have been limited to experimental systems7,8,9, because it is difficult to know what happened in the deep past and to characterize other paths that evolution could have followed. Here we combine ancestral protein reconstruction, directed evolution and biophysical analysis to explore alternative â€˜might-have-beenâ€™ trajectories during the ancient evolution of a novel protein function. We previously found that the evolution of cortisol specificity in the ancestral glucocorticoid receptor (GR) was contingent on permissive substitutions, which had no apparent effect on receptor function but were necessary for GR to tolerate the large-effect mutations that caused the shift in specificity6. Here we show that alternative mutations that could have permitted the historical function-switching substitutions are extremely rare in the ensemble of genotypes accessible to the ancestral GR. In a library of thousands of variants of the ancestral protein, we recovered historical permissive substitutions but no alternative permissive genotypes. Using biophysical analysis, we found that permissive mutations must satisfy at least three physical requirementsâ€”they must stabilize specific local elements of the protein structure, maintain the correct energetic balance between functional conformations, and be compatible with the ancestral and derived structuresâ€”thus revealing why permissive mutations are rare. These findings demonstrate that GR evolution depended strongly on improbable, non-deterministic events, and this contingency arose from intrinsic biophysical properties of the protein.
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                    Figure 1: Searching for alternative permissive mutations in an ancestor of GR.[image: ]


Figure 2: Rescuing mutations disrupt the ancestral proteinâ€™s function.[image: ]


Figure 3: Permissive mutations must stabilize local structural elements.[image: ]


Figure 4: Biophysical requirements make some rescuing mutations intolerable in the ancestral protein.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Quantitative characterization of the AncGR1+F mutant library.
a, Relationship between the amount of DNA in the mutagenesis reaction and the final mutation rate. Each point is an independently generated library, with its mutation rate estimated by sequencing between 5 and 24 clones. The error bar shows the expected standard error for an estimate of the mean of a Poisson distribution with the observed mean given the number of clones sequenced, calculated using the epicalc package in the R statistical environment. The library used for the screen is highlighted in red. b, Table showing the frequency of each possible nucleotide transition as a proportion of all mutations in the library (empirical) and predicted by the manufacturer (published). The standard error for an estimate of a proportion p given n samples was calculated as std. err = âˆš[p(1â€‰âˆ’â€‰p)/n]. c, Fraction of clones in a library containing 0, 1, 2, 3 or more amino acid replacements given varying total mutation rates; points show experimentally measured fractions, and lines show Poisson prediction. Error bars show standard errors, calculated as in a (for mutation rate) and b (for fraction). The box highlights frequencies of each class in the library used for the screen. d, Calculated library coverage for single (black) and double (red) substitutions for the library boxed in c. The dashed line shows the screening depth and completeness used in this study.


Extended Data Figure 2 There is no detectable bias in the initial mutant library.
a, The number of clones containing X amino acid replacements in a 95-clone sample of the variant library: â€˜experimentalâ€™ shows the number of clones in each class observed in the actual library by sequencing, and â€˜expectedâ€™ shows the number recovered in simulations of samples of clones produced in silico by a Poisson mutation process with the same mutation frequency and spectrum as the experimental library (see Methods for details). A Ï‡2 test (three degrees of freedom) was used to determine whether the observations deviated from the Poisson expectations. Classes of clones with three or four replacements were pooled to maintain adequate counts per cell; no observations were made or predicted with more replacements. b, Comparison of the number of unique amino acid replacements in classes defined by the number of clones X containing that replacement in a 95-clone sample of the experimental and Poisson-simulated libraries. Because of the low expected counts, we employed Fisherâ€™s exact test for deviation from the Poisson expectation. c, Calculated probability of not observing a replacement in four or more clones out of 95 clones sampled (as occurred in our experimental sample of the library), given variable amounts of bias in the library, where bias ranges from 0.0 (no bias compared with Poisson expectation) to 1.0 (the same replacement is present in every clone). The probability drops below 5% at a bias of 0.064, providing a reasonable upper-bound estimate for the degree of bias in the library, given our observations.


Extended Data Figure 3 Experimental library screen pipeline.
a, Diagram of the two-hybrid primary screen for cortisol-specific activation of a mutant library of receptor LBDs. Each LBD is fused to the GAL4-DBD and transformed into yeast along with the GAL4-AD activation domain fused to the SRC-1 coactivator peptide (which binds to the active conformation of the LBD) and a selective reporter construct expressing the HIS3 gene, which is required for growth in the absence of histidine. b, LBD genotypes with different cortisol sensitivities can be distinguished by their growth in the two-hybrid primary screen. The plot shows D600 for yeast cultures as a function of cortisol concentration for AncGR1+F (black) and AncGR1+FP (red). Inset: colonies of AncGR1+F and AncGR1+FP grown on plates with no hormone/vehicle only (top panel, ethanol (EtOH)) or 1â€‰Î¼M cortisol (bottom panel). Points and error bars are mean and standard error from three technical replicates. This experimental result was reproduced many times with independent cultures. câ€“f, Full screen pipeline. Arrows denote the pipeline, with the number of positive clones recovered at each step shown in red. c, Representative plate from the primary screen for mutations that rescue AncGR1+F at 1â€‰Î¼M cortisol. d, Representative clones tested in the secondary screen for dose-responsive growth with increasing cortisol concentration. Each row shows the growth of six different clones from the primary screen and two reference clones; different rows show growth at increasing cortisol concentrations. The bottom row shows growth with no selection for receptor activity when histidine is supplied. Clone 1 grows better than genotype AncGR1+FP containing historical permissive mutations (green arrows); clone 6 grows worse than AncGR1+FP (yellow arrows). e, Two quality control steps were employed after the secondary screen to decrease false positives. f, Fold change in cortisol sensitivity measured with a luciferase reporter assay in mammalian cells for the 26 clones identified in the multistage screen. Sensitivity is defined as the ratio of the mutant and wild-type EC50 values. Columns and error bars indicate the mean and standard error of experimental replicates (grey circles). Historical P substitutions are shown with green bars; reversal of a historical F substitution is in red. Rescuing mutations are coloured by their location on the protein structure: near the ligand pocket (blue) or activation function helix AF-H (pink) (see Fig. 3c). Mutations that did not improve cortisol sensitivity in this assay are grey. Dots show statistical significance of the difference in fold activation relative to AncGR1+F (one dot, Pâ€‰<â€‰0.05; two dots, Pâ€‰<â€‰0.01).


Extended Data Figure 4 Single substitutions explain the sensitivity of clones with multiple substitutions.
Bars show fold improvement in cortisol sensitivity for every multi-substitution clone recovered from the library and engineered variants containing the individual substitutions. Columns and error bars indicate the mean and standard error of experimental replicates (grey points). Fold improvement is relative to AncGR1+F. Stars indicate the result of a one-tailed t-test (Pâ€‰<â€‰0.01) assessing the difference between each mutant and AncGR1+F. Colours indicate the class of the clone: historical permissive substitutions (green) and rescuing mutations in the screen that are near the ligand pocket (blue), or activation function helix AF-H (pink).


Extended Data Figure 5 Molecular dynamics simulations reveal stabilization mechanisms of historical P mutations.
a, Snapshot of trajectory from AncGR2 simulation showing the hydrogen bond from atom OG1 of derived state Thrâ€‰26 to Valâ€‰214-O and packing of Leuâ€‰105 against the protein. b, Historical substitution n26T allows the formation of a new hydrogen bond. Radial distribution function of the distance to Valâ€‰214-O from ancestral residue Asnâ€‰26 (atom ND2) in simulation of AncGR2p (black) and from derived residue Thrâ€‰26 (atom OG1) in simulation of AncGR2 (red). Numbers show the fraction of time that a hydrogen bond was formed over each simulation using a 3.0-Ã…, 30Â° geometric criterion. The change in hydrogen-bond frequency was used to calculate Î”Î”GHbond, the favourable effect of this historical substitution on hydrogen bond energy at 310â€‰K. c, Historical substitution q105L improves packing interactions. Histogram of van der Waalâ€™s contacts (3.5â€‰Ã… cutoff) between residue 105 and other protein atoms for ancestral state Glnâ€‰105 in the AncGR2p simulations (black) and derived state Leuâ€‰105 in the AncGR2 simulations (red). d, Mutations have the same functional effects in the AncGR1+F and AncGR2p (AncGR2/N26t/Q105l) backgrounds, allowing interpretation of experiments in AncGR1+F using MD simulations starting from the AncGR2 crystal structure. Paired bars are changes in cortisol sensitivity for each mutation measured in the AncGR1+F (left) or AncGR2p (right) background. Columns and error bars indicate the mean and standard error of experimental replicates (grey points). There was no statistically significant (Pâ€‰<â€‰0.05) difference in the effect of each mutation introduced in either the AncGR1+F or AncGR2p backgrounds, as assessed by a two-tailed t-test. No multiple testing correction was performed to minimize typeâ€‰II errors.


Extended Data Figure 6 F and P mutations have opposite effects on melting temperature but do not affect expression.
a, Change in Tm induced by F and P mutations in the AncGR1 background. Colours indicate P (green) or F (red) substitutions. Bars indicate the mean change in Tm for triplicate measurements; error bars are standard error. We were unable to express and purify soluble AncGR1/f98I (n/a); comparing n26T/q105L with n26T/q105L/f98I shows that this substitution has a very strong destabilizing effect. b, Rescuing mutations do not alter LBD expression in AncGR1+F background. Figure shows a western blot of soluble proteins extracted from CHO-K1 cells, revealed with a polyclonal GAL4DBD antibody. Expression is similar for all constructs. The small amount of variation does not correlate with sensitivity or fold activation; for example, the non-functional protein AncGR1+F exhibits expression comparable to those of the highly active AncGR1+F+M222I and AncGR1+F+L231M proteins. Molecular masses (determined by standard marker) are indicated on the right. Red arrows highlight the expected molecular masses of the GAL4DBD and GAL4DBDâ€“LBD fusion protein products. The background band (top) is a high-molecular-mass cross-reactive protein that indicates a similar global protein expression level across samples.


Extended Data Figure 7 In MD simulations, rescuing mutation Met231 forms a sulphurâ€“Ï€ interaction with Phe-206.
a, Snapshot from an MD simulation showing the location of the Metâ€‰231â€“Pheâ€‰206 stack at the C-terminal end of the AF-H (slate). b, Alternative view of the same snapshot, showing the relative orientation of Metâ€‰231 and Pheâ€‰206 as sticks. Î¸ is defined as the angle between A (the vector normal to the Phe plane, extending from its centroid) and B (the vector connecting the Phe centroid to the Metâ€‰231 sulphur). The distance R is the length of vector B. c, Distribution of observed R over three independent 100-ns trajectories (9,200 snapshots in all). d, Distribution of observed Î¸ over the same trajectories. The percentage at the top shows the fraction of time in which the interaction is formed by simple geometric criteria (R < 6â€‰Ã… and 20Â°â€‰<â€‰Î¸â€‰<â€‰60Â°).


Extended Data Figure 8 In MD simulations, rescuing pair Q114L/M197I improves packing between H7 and H10.
a, A representative snapshot from the trajectory of AncGR2p+Q114L/M197I shows the favourable interaction of derived states Leuâ€‰114 and Ileâ€‰197 (spheres). Helices 7 (grey) and 10 (blue) are shown as solvent-accessible surfaces. b, A histogram of all van der Waals contacts (3.5â€‰Ã… cutoff) between H7 and H10 for trajectories of AncGR2p (black) and AncGR2p+Q114L/M197I (red).


Extended Data Table 1 Raw irreversible melting temperatures of mutants of AncGR1 and AncGR1+FFull size table
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